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cruciate ligament stabilization and lateral collateral ligament reconstruction in full extension. To determine whether the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) is
stabilized with a knee joint at 60 degrees of flexion and full extension by the quadriceps femoris (QF) and the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL). Using patients with
ACL injuries, we used fluoroscopy to measure knee motion and contact force with fluoroscopy (FE) and an electromagnetic tracking device (EMT) during motion
tasks of the knee joint to determine contact at 60 degrees of flexion and full extension of the knee joint. To measure contact forces during the same motion tasks, we
used a small pressure-sensitive platform. Forces during passive motion were examined using an EMT-based knee simulator and a cadaveric model. We also analyzed
patient-reported outcomes. We determined knee joint contact force at full extension and 60 degrees of flexion of the knee joint, allowing for the significance of QF
over PCL force at contact of the ACL, between patient-reported outcomes and maximum contact force at full extension. The knee joint contacted at both 60 degrees
of flexion and full extension at equal levels. At full extension, the contact force of the ACL and QF was equal to the force exerted from the PCL. Contact at full
extension included an ACL-centered force with regard to knee joint motion. Patient-reported outcomes correlated with maximum contact forces at full extension.
The ACL is stabilized with the knee joint at 60 degrees of flexion and full extension by QF contact forces and PCL contact forces. The knee joint contacted at full
extension and 60 degrees of flexion at equal levels, allowing for the significance of QF force at contact of the ACL over PCL force. Patient-reported outcomes
correlated with maximum contact forces at full extension.PhoneRadar
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